WELCOME TO YOUR
DREAM CAMPUS

Learn More
A World-Class Leadership and
Entrepreneurship Program
and much more

WHO

WE ARE

Beachbreak Campus and Briggs Capital Education: Leadership and
Entrepreneurship Bootcamp

From the
Director’s
desk

Briggs Capital Education is an organization
funded by Briggs Capital, an investment
bank headquartered in
Boston, MA. Through
Briggs Capital, many
successful leaders in
the US business community will participate
as speakers and advisors to help give our
students a competitive
edge. Our network of
philanthropists, successful business people, and
experienced educators
and school leaders are

an integral part of Briggs Capital Education.
Our entrepreneurship
curriculum
provides
students with the critical
thinking and professional skills an individual
needs to succeed as an
entrepreneur. By providing students with real
job cases in successful
businesses, our students
will learn real-world
business management
skills and successful
business practices. We
encourage students to
brainstorm and develop

unique, interesting, and
profitably sustainable
ideas. Every idea is respected and encouraged.
At Briggs Capital Education, we help students
to develop criteria to
judge how economically successful an idea
could be, by doing this
we bring a “realistic”
notion of how feasible
an idea is. We develop
mentor
relationships
with our students to
help them navigate their
business ideas during
and after the program.

The journey of a founder is complex and teeming with risk. At
BCE we welcome the type of student that has the determination
and stamina to make it. If not,
we will make the student aware
of what it takes. The path of extraordinary achievement is not
for everyone, and it is not our
job at Briggs Capital Education
to make you think it’s an “easy
path”. That would be cheating
you of the very essence of what
we are trying to teach you and
achieve together. This course is
for students who are interested in
being involved with high growth
ventures, working with entrepreneurs as investors or advisors,
or working in entrepreneurial
environments that are dynamic,
complex, and changing. This
program is also for the brave, the
determined, the relentless individual that wants the complete
dream, and lastly for the individual that wants to learn what
it takes to get there. Thank you
for your interest in our program.

OUR
CAMPUS
ABOUT
THE LOCATION

Playa Venao beach
is known as one of
Panama’s iconic beaches
for surfing, fishing,
and simply enjoying an
extraordinary pristine
natural environment. Set
on 3km of beachfront
and shaped as a crescent
moon, Venao is home
to young international
ex-pats and locals alike,
offering an amazing
mix of local culture
and beautiful people
from all over the world.
Playa Venao above a
thriving destination for
young
entrepreneurs.
Playa Venao is a natural
destination for young
people
looking
to
begin businesses that
fit their dream lifestyle
beside
the
ocean.

OUR

BEACHBREAK CAMPUS

Beachbreak hotel is a beachfront higher learning/athletic campus located in
Panama’s famous Playa Venao beach. This family-style hotel has developed
over the years to cater to young, vibrant families interested in education, elite
ocean sports careers for young athletes, and health camps. Beachbreak’s mission
is to provide and create an ecosystem for individuals to thrive in every aspect
of human development; spiritually, physically, and mentally. From the perfect
diet to elite athletic goals, to developing a winning mindset, the Beachbreak
Campus is the perfect incubator to empower people with positive energy in selfimprovement, engaging experiences, deep introspective learning, and successful
journeys in business courses for entrepreneurs. The hotel owners are themselves
young entrepreneurs that have created a beach culture of start-ups: an array
of hotels, restaurants, coffee shops, surf stores, surf camps, vegan restaurants,
grocery stores, sushi bars, a Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu school, and many other businesses.
Our Campus has a complete fitness center equipped with 80m2 of Fuji Mats that
makes for a great surface to train on it. In addition to this, we have a weight
training area with kettlebells, dumbbells, barbells, and other equipment to keep
your fitness routine. included in the program is the following:

- Daily guided
meditation and breathwork

- Muay Thai Kickboxing
and Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu

- Strength and
Conditioning program

- One group surf lesson
per week

- Unlimited access to WiFi

- Unlimited access to
surfboards

- Beachbreak Fitness Center
- Yoga classes

Rooms
At our Beachbreak
Campus, you will get
to choose between
our Double Rooms
or Quadruple Rooms.
Both options include
high-speed WiFi,
private bathrooms with
hot water, and an air
conditioner. Check out
our pricing!

NUTRITION

A

t BCE’s
Beachbreak
Campus,
everything is taken
with a holistic approach
in mind, even how
we nutritionally fuel
our students. With
nutritional plans
developed by clinical
exercise physiologists
and nutritionists, we
have a guaranteed
meal plan to check
all the boxes. With
meal plan options for
vegans, vegetarians,
pescatarians, and the
“average Joe”, we have
all the nutritional
bases covered. With
organically grown
fruits and vegetables
from our very own
beachfront garden
in Chumico; just a
25-min drive from
our Beachbreak
Campus. As well as
locally sourced fruits,
vegetables, eggs, fish,
meats, cheeses, and
more from our local

farmers that organically
grow, are non-GMO,
without preservatives,
and have all their
animals’ free-range.
Because when it comes
to nutrition, we want
our students not to
think or worry that
what they are putting
into their bodies is
holding them back
from achieving their

goals. Making sure
dietary guidelines
are followed, as
well as teaching the
importance of a healthy
lifestyle. By the end of
our program healthy
eating will be a part of
who you are.

OUR

MATAPALO

L

CAMPUS

ocated in Cerro Hoya’s National Park, established to preserve Azuero’s
largest coastal national park. The Cerro Hoya national park is rich in
its collection of natural, historic, and cultural treasures. The Matapalo
Foundation is dedicated to the promise that our national parks, and all they
possess, are protected forever. As our environment and cultural legacy face new
challenges ranging from natural disasters, deforestation, hunting of endangered
species, to a changing climate, to archaeological treasures being damaged or
stolen – we seek to fund initiatives that demonstrate environmental leadership,
promote sustainable practices, inspire innovative solutions, and motivate
citizens to action. Our Matapalo Campus will offer an unparalleled experience
for watching wildlife and appreciating the interconnected network of life in
and around parks. In partnership with the Smithsonian, ANAM, and the Cerro
Hoya National Park Foundation our goal is to conserve native wildlife and
restores critical habitat, helping to ensure optimal biodiversity. You will get the
opportunity of shadowing scientists from the Smithsonian, and help ANAM to
develop educational programs. The Foundation is committed to preserving the
natural resources of parks for the enjoyment, education, and inspiration of this
and future generations, the Cerro Hoya National Park Foundation provides
countless opportunities across the nation to protect nature’s awe-inspiring
wildlife and the critical habitats on which they rely on.

Designed and taught by
Briggs Capital Education

A

t Briggs Capital Education, we do not try to fit students into a corporate mold or
a specific job scenario and/or job placement opportunity. We work exactly the
opposite, we look at an individual and define all the strengths and weaknesses of
a student, their inclinations, inspiration, and their short and long term goals to determine
all of their different career options. Our Leadership and Entrepreneurship Course is an
intensive learning experience designed to provide students with accelerated practical
and theoretical business knowledge. From 8th grade to 12th grade, our educational
course is an intensive business “boot camp” that serves students in acquiring the selfawareness and professional skills needed to be successful at being an entrepreneur.
In this course, we will be providing students with real-world cases, in successful
businesses, to develop basic business management skills and successful practices.

Marcelo Nonaca with
son Joey Nonaca

What will you learn ?
The course’s goal is to give students a strong
conceptual foundation and to give them practical tools for addressing the interpersonal situations they are likely to face in entrepreneurship.
- Practical tools and hands-on
guidance to help you bring an idea
from inception to MVP (Minimum
Viable Product).
- Run experiments to test a new
business idea, finding early
customers, calculating unit
economics.
- How to assemble, motivate, and
lead a team.
- Different types of funding.
- Tactical advice on how to objectively focus on data while exploring
market fit.
- Key considerations involved with
founding a venture.

What does it take to be the
founder of a business ?
At BCE we explore the decisions entrepreneurs make in growing an organization, creating value, and eventually in exiting the business. It covers successful companies as well
as companies that are struggling or failing.
Our entrepreneurship course starts with
an examination of the choices a founder makes in selecting a founding
team and choosing a business model.

- How to create a foundation for
effective working relationships.
- How to deal with differences in
experience and motivation
- How to deal with differences at
work with prior friendships or family
relationships.
- What happens when the venture
outgrows your ability to lead it.

BCE teaches you how to build
a business
- How to set up the structure, process, culture, and resources to deal
with growth.
- The skills needed to lead the organization through changes and growth (hiring, leading, firing).
- How to manage key external relationships with customers, suppliers,
partners, board members, and investors.

BCE teaches you about
Exiting a Business
- What success and failure mean in
the context of entrepreneurship.
- How to navigate these dynamics,
such as when to quit and when to
double down.
- How to balance the needs of the
company with your personal goals
and skills.
- How the business model and team
choices you have made in the earlier stages of your journey influence
your choices later in the journey.

BEACHBREAK
Campus Activities

To us, living your best life means taking full advantage of every
opportunity each day presents. Here in Playa Venao, we are blessed
with a world-class surf break right out of our front door. Each week
students will have the chance to participate in a guided surf lesson,
as well as have access to surfboards to use whenever they would
like. Besides all the fun in the ocean, weekly adventures are
scheduled where we:

- Climb up a waterfall

- Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu

- Hike to a secret secluded - Muay Thai Kickboxing
beach to snorkel

- Meditation & Breathwork

- Visit a local island to
experience the rich culture
- Yoga
and lifestyle
- Nature walks with incredible views of the cove of
Playa Venao

Elective Activities
With Briggs Capital Education’s Beachbreak Bootcamp you will get to explore potential career paths and discover what you’re passionate about in a
unique environment. If you’re not sure what you want to do, you will get to
experiment and spend time on our entrepreneurship programs and multiple activities. With our extensive list of activities and electives, you will
get a chance of shadowing our mentors in the following businesses:
- Investment Banking
- Venture Capital
- Architecture
- Permaculture and
Agriculture
- Landscaping
- Digital Advertising
- Tourism
- Hotel and Restaurant
Management

- Real Estate
Development
- Online Education
- Recreational Property
Real Estate
- Philanthropy: Panama
Surf Foundation, Discovery Surfing Talents.
- Save the turtles
program: ANAM.
- Save Cerro Hoya
Program: Smithsonian,
ANAM

WHAT’S NOT INCLUDED
• Airfare to and from Panama
• Extra tours such as fishing, whale watching, island tours, or trips to other
surf beaches
• Travel Insurance

WHAT’S INCLUDED
• Beachfront Accommodations in Playa Venao
• Panama Round trip transportation to and from Tocumen International Airport in
Panama City
• All meals included throughout your stay
• Leadership and Entrepreneurship Course by Jose Goldner
• Spanish classes available upon request
• Daily guided meditation and breathwork classes 5x per week
• Strength and Conditioning program and guided classes 3x per week
• Unlimited access to Beachbreak Fitness Center
• Muay Thai Kickboxing and Brazilian JJiu-Jitsuclasses 3x per week
• Yoga classes 3x per week
• Weekly excursions and adventures
• One group surf lesson per week
• Unlimited access to surfboards
• Certificate of course completion
• Letters of recommendation
• 24-hour support staff in case of emergency

Four most popular reasons students
choose our program:

1

Ecosystem:

3

Gain practical
experience:

Briggs Capital Education has a
world-class curriculum and destination where students are encouraged and inspired to pursue
their entrepreneurial passions.
We have a vast ecosystem of resources that supports the unique
needs of innovators both inside
and outside the classroom. Our
investment banking global connections and perspectives bring
together an unmatched immersive learning environment, driving
students into a constant flow of
dynamic ideas, leading to true
individual change and life lasting
student impact.

2

Explore a career
path:
Perhaps you are not an entrepreneur and you simply want to
explore a specific career path? At
BCE we can help you explore and
discover what makes you passionate about your career. Perhaps you
want to define a specific area in law
or medicine? In this case, at BCE
we connect you with professionals
that may share their professional
experience with you, and in this
way, we can help you to develop
mentor relationships with people
in your industry. At BCE we know
the significance of 1:1 mentor/
student meetings with students
to develop a specific career plan.
Furthermore, we also encourage
small group gatherings with other
BCE classmates to encourage and
explore career direction.

At BCE we have a menu of running and established businesses you can gwwain professional experience in. By learning directly with C.E.O.’s, general managers, or project managers of our local companies, you can gain invaluable experience in running a business
or working alongside professionals that serve as examples for you. Part of what we teach
our students is to learn many aspects of your mentors’ lives, not just professionally but
also personally! Are your mentors’ values aligned with yours? Do they have a balanced
work/family/fun life? What aspects of their life do you admire? What aspects do you
not admire? We teach our students to choose the best aspects of every mentor they
engage with. At BCE, our students leave our program with real-world experience
from successful business people and an international perspective under their belt.
Undoubtedly, this results in our students having an edge over other students in their
resumes and/or credibility/skillset when starting a business.

4

Become a part of positive change
in the world:
At BCE we strive to identify the different challenges and issues of our community and culture.
Our students learn to gain deeper insight into these communities and consequently global issues that affect humanity. Through our philanthropic/non-profit organizations, students learn
how to lobby with governments to structure private/public joint ventures with specific, high
impact projects to change and help underprivileged communities. In our experience at BCE,
our volunteers meet the highest standards of ethical, well-supported, and documented project
management work. Our impeccable 12-year track record for high impact and sustainable youth/sports programs Is recognized and praised countrywide. Please ask about our foundations.
Panama Surf Foundation: https://www.panamasurffoundation.com/about/
Discovery Surfing Talents: http://www.dst.com.pa/

TESTIMONIALS

“I would describe the Bootcamp as a place
to become a better individual while learning
valuable life skills. Since the first day, I started
learning about myself, physically and mentally.
Surfing, meditating, learning yoga, and practicing Muay Thai are fun ways to improve me
while learning lessons from our instructors
that are making a significant change in my way
of living. My way of approaching life has changed drastically after this Bootcamp.”

- Juan Carlos Blanco, 18 years old

- Jay Hernandez, 16 years old

- Tao Rodriguez, 17 years old

“I “During the time I spent at the Beachbreak
Bootcamp, I learned many tools that I will
be able to use for the rest of my life. One of
the most important tools I learned was how
to effectively schedule my day. Having a solid schedule opened my mind and helped me
realize how much extra time I actually have
throughout the day to achieve my goals, that
being both academically and physically. The
meditation, physical training, and recovery
sessions were all exceptional, as well as the
staff who were more than welcoming. The
Bootcamp even had daily meal options for my
pescatarian diet. Overall wonderful experience, really looking forward to coming back!”
“I was part of the Beachbreak Bootcamp experience. I had the unique opportunity of
training my mind and body. I learned how to
meditate, how to work out properly, and how
to become a successful entrepreneur. I had the
time to separate from the technological world
and reconnect with my inner self. John Boyle
is one of the best life mentors and coaches I
have encountered in my lifetime. One can see
his emotions when others succeed and his
worry when others are struggling. He is a true
inspiration because he practices everything he
teaches. He will work on improving your physical conditions and your inner happiness. ”

